
 
Here is a jpeg of the fuselage and some building hints:-  

Fuselage length from the back if the firewall to the rearmost part of the fuselage is 11 
inches (or about 28 cm), and is made from 3mm depron. There are 3mm depron doublers 
at the front of the fuselage that go 2 inches back from the firewall.  

The rudder is 1 inch in chord at the bottom (note that this is larger than the diagram 
shows.  

The rotor centre is a piece of 1/8 inch or 3mm thick hard balsa, 3 inches by 1 inch.  Rotor 
diameter is 15 inches. Drill a central hole to suit your rotor bearing tube (see later on).  

Blades are 4 inches wide by 7 3/16 inches long, made from 3 mm thick EPP. Cut off the 
inner corners of the blades ( 1 inch chord-wise by 1 ½ inches long).  

To get the blade angle correct (about 5 degrees negative), place the balsa rotor centre on 
your building board and glue a 1 1/8 inch long 3mm x 3mm piece of depron to the top of 
the left edge closest to you. Glue a similar piece of depron to the top of the right edge 
furthest from you and allow to dry. Then glue the blades to the rotor centre, making sure 
they line up centrally. There will be a ¾ inch space in the middle. If you have got it 
correct, the rotor will rotate clock-wise as seen from above.  

The rotor post on mine is 1.5 mm carbon rod 2 inches long. One inch sticks up from the 
fuselage. I used plastic tube from a cotton bud (small plastic stick with a small ball of 
cotton wool at both ends (example Q-tip) ) for rotor bearing and rotor retainers, the cotton 
bud material seems to be a perfect fit on the rod. I used a bearing tube ¾ of an inch long 
with a small part protruding below the rotor centre, and the majority of the tube above.  

Glue a piece of cotton bud tube one inch from the end of the carbon rod and allow to dry. 
Slide the rotor on to the rotor post and then glue the post centrally to the left side of the 
fuselage cabin area so that the rotor plane of rotation is parallel to the top side of the fin 
( i.e. about 25 degrees aft). The rotor is retained with another piece of cotton bud tube.  

The firewall is a rectangular piece of 1 mm ply the width of your motor mount, with the 
corners rounded off.  

I made the undercarriage from a single piece of 20 gauge wire in a vee shape bent at 
about 90 degrees, with the ends bent level for the wheels. Each leg is 6 inches long, with 
an additional 1 inch for the wheels. This is retained in a vee slot in the front of the 
fuselage, and glued using foam-friendly CA, and then the firewall is also glued on to 
clamp the undercarriage.  

I used lightweight 1 ½ inch wheels.  

Rudder deflection is about 1 inch each way. 



 
Plan your radio, battery and motor installation so that the rotor hangs about 20 degrees 
nose down when suspended from the rotor post. This will make the fuselage hang down 
about 45 degrees. It seems a lot, but I promise you will need this!!  

Radio on the prototype:-  

3.7 gram servo for rudder 
GWS Pico receiver 
Pentium 6A brushless ESC 
United Hobbies 5 gram brushless outrunner driving a 5 inch by 3 inch propeller 
2 cell 250mAh Li-Po battery  

Total weight 1 1/8 ounces  

Questions and Answers: 
============================== 
Q: How much down and right thrust does the motor have?  What is the battery pack 
weight?  

Mine has no downthrust and about 3 degrees of right thrust. If I were to start over, I'd put 
maybe 2 degrees of downthust in, as mine wants to climb very steep if I put too much 
power on.  

I made up my 2 cell battery from the 250mh cells available at Indoorflyer.co.uk. Mine 
weighs 13 grams with connector. A 20 gram (pack)  might be OK, I certainly wasn't short 
of lift or power.  

============================== 
Q: What did you use to hold the prop on RB does not give a shaft diameter? How about 
one of those plastic Falcon models bushes..  

The shaft diameter on mine is 1.5mm. Have a look at Micronradiocontrol - they sell 
bushes in packs of 3 to fit the 1.5mm shaft and the 4mm hole of popular GWS propellers. 
That's what I use.   


